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اﻟﻤﻠﺨﺺ:
إﻋﺘ ُﻤ���ﺪت طﺮﯾﻘ���ﺔ اﻟﻤﺮﺑﻌ���ﺎت اﻟﺼ���ﻐﺮى ﻓ���ﻲ
ﺗﻘ��ﺪﯾﺮ ﻣﻌﻠﻤ��ﺎت ﻧﻤ��ﺎذج اﻻﻧﺤ��ﺪار ﻧﺘﯿﺠ��ﺔ ﻟﻘ��ﻮة
ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺠﮭﺎ وﺳﮭﻮﻟﺔ ﺗﻨﻔﯿﺬھﺎ ،إﻻ أن ھﺬه اﻟﻄﺮﯾﻘ�ﺔ
ﺗﻌﺎﻧﻲ ﻣﻦ اﺿﻄﺮاﺑﺎت ﻓﻲ ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ اﻟﺘﻘ�ﺪﯾﺮ ﻋﻨ�ﺪ
وﺟ��ﻮد ﻣﺸ��ﺎھﺪات ﻏﯿ��ﺮ طﺒﯿﻌﯿ��ﺔ ﻓ��ﻲ اﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧ��ﺎت
اﻟﻤﺪروﺳ��ﺔ واﻟﻤﻌﺮوﻓ��ﺔ ﺑ��ﺎﻟﻘﯿﻢ اﻟﻤﺘﻄﺮﻓ��ﺔ .ﻟ��ﺬا
ﺗﻢ إﯾﺠﺎد ﻋﺪد ﻣ�ﻦ اﻟﻄﺮاﺋ�ﻖ اﻟﻘﻠﯿﻠ�ﺔ اﻟﺤﺴﺎﺳ�ﯿﺔ
ﺗﺠ���ﺎه ھ���ﺬه اﻟﻘ���ﯿﻢ ﻣ���ﻦ اﺟ���ﻞ اﻟﺤﺼ���ﻮل ﻋﻠ���ﻰ
اﻟﺘﻘ���ﺪﯾﺮ اﻟ���ﺪﻗﯿﻖ ﻟﻤﻌﻠﻤ���ﺎت ﻧﻤ���ﺎذج اﻻﻧﺤ���ﺪار
وﺳ�ﻤﯿﺖ ھ�ﺬه ﺑ��ﺎﻟﻄﺮاﺋﻖ اﻟﺤﺼ�ﯿﻨﺔ .وﻓ�ﻲ ھ��ﺬا
اﻟﺒﺤ���������ﺚ ﻗﻤﻨ���������ﺎ ﺑﺎﺳ���������ﺘﺨﺪام طﺮﯾﻘﺘ���������ﻲ
)(M- estimator ,MM- estimator
اﻟﺤﺼ��ﯿﻨﯿﻦ ﺑﺎﻹﺿ��ﺎﻓﺔ إﻟ��ﻰ ﺗﻮظﯿ��ﻒ أﺳ��ﻠﻮب
اﻟﻤﻌﺎﯾﻨ���ﺔ ﺑﺈرﺟ���ﺎع اﻟﻤﺮﻛ���ﺐ واﻟﻤﻌ���ﺮوف ﺑ���ـ
) (Jackknife after Bootstrapﻣﻦ اﺟﻞ
ﺗﻮﺳ��ﯿﻊ دﻗ��ﺔ اﻟﻤﻘ��ﺪرات اﻟﺤﺼ��ﯿﻨﺔ وذﻟ��ﻚ ﻣ��ﻦ
ﺧ����ﻼل ﺗﺜﺒﯿ����ﺖ اﻟﻔ����ﺮض اﻟﺨ����ﺎص ﺑ����ﺎﻟﺘﻮزﯾﻊ
اﻟﻄﺒﯿﻌ�����ﻲ ﻟﻸﺧﻄ�����ﺎء وﺗ�����ﻢ اﻟﺘﻄﺒﯿ�����ﻖ ﻋﻠ�����ﻰ
ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻷﻣﺜﻠ�ﺔ اﻟﻌﺪدﯾ�ﺔ وأﺛﺒﺘ�ﺖ اﻟﻨﺘ�ﺎﺋﺞ
ﻣ���ﺪى اﻟﺪﻗ���ﺔ اﻟﺘ���ﻲ أﺿ���ﺎﻓﮭﺎ ﺗﻄﺒﯿ���ﻖ أﺳ���ﻠﻮب
اﻟﻤﻌﺎﯾﻨ���ﺔ ﺑﺈرﺟ���ﺎع اﻟﻤﺮﻛ���ﺐ ﻋﻠ���ﻰ ﻣﻘ���ﺪرات
اﻟﺤﺼ����ﯿﻨﺔ ﻗﯿﺎﺳ����ﺎ ً ﻋﻨ����ﺪ ﻋ����ﺪم ﺗﻄﺒﯿ����ﻖ ھ����ﺬا
اﻷﺳﻠﻮب.

Abstract
The least squares method
has been in use in regression
analysis mainly because of
tradition
and
ease
of
computation, but this method
may suffer a huge setback in the
presence of unusual observation
such as outliers and high
leverage point. In this paper our
main objective was to use
jackknife
after
bootstrap
procedure in most of robust
regression method like, Mestimator and MM-estimator.
Analytical
examples
are
presented to show the effective
of the deleted observation on the
coefficients, and the behavior of
jackknife after bootstrap in
robust regression.
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error term (the y-dimension) but
are not outlying in the space of
explanatory variables (the xdimension) and their presence
affects the OLS estimator and in
particular the estimated intercept,
(2) good leverage points are
observation that are outlying in
the space of explanatory
variables but that are located
close to the regression line, their
presence does not affect the OLS
estimator but it affects statistical
inference since they do inflate
the estimated standard errors.
Finally, (3) bad leverage points
are observations that are both
outlying in the space of
explanatory
variables
and
located for from the true
regression line, their presence
affects significantly the OLS
estimator of both the intercept
and the slop.

1-Introduction
In multiple regression, ordinary
least squares (OLS) estimation is
used if assumptions are met to
obtain regression weights when
analyzing data, the assumptions
of OLS are that residual errors
should be normally distributed,
have equal variance at all levels
of the explanatory variables, and
be uncorrelated with both the
independent variables and each
other (Yan &Su ,2009).
In practice, the assumption of
that residual errors should be
normally distributed may not
hold because of possibility of
skewness or presence of outliers
in data. In theory, when this
assumption does not meet, the
OLS
estimation
for
the
regression coefficients β will be
biased and / or non-efficient.

Robust regression is designed to
reduce or bound the influence of
outliers, it should perform better
than OLS method when there are
outliers or the residuals have a
non-normal distribution with
many extreme residuals in the
tails (Huber & Ronchetti, 2009).
Bootstrapping is a way of testing
the reliability of the data set. It
allows one to assess whether the
distribution of characters has
been influenced by stochastic
effects (Bancayrin, 2009). In this

In regression analysis, three
types of outliers influence the
OLS estimator. Rousseeuw and
Leroy (1987) define them as (1)
vertical outliers, which are those
observations that have outlying
values for the corresponding
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paper we use Jackknife after
Bootstrap to assess the bootstrap
procedure in robust regression
using M-estimator and MMestimator. In section 2, we
briefly discuss the robust
regression. The Jackknife after
Bootstrap procedure has been
discussed in section 3. in section
4, we present two numerical
examples
to
show
the
identification procedure. Finally,
a discussion was presented in
section 5.

Where, for a sample of size n, y
is the ( n × 1 ) vector containing
the values for the response
variable, X is the ( n × p ) matrix
containing the values for the P
explanatory variables, and e is
the ( n × 1 ) vector containing the
error terms. The ( p × 1 ) vector
the
unknown
β contains
regression
parameters.
The
vector of parameters estimated
by OLS is then:
n

βˆ OLS = arg min
e 2 ( β ) .....................( 2)
ˆ ∑ i
β

2-Robust Regression
Robust
regression
is
an
alternative to OLS that can be
appropriately used when there is
evidence that the distribution of
the error term is non-normal
(heavy-tailed) and/or there are
outliers that affect the regression
equation (Ryan, 1993). A least
squares method weights each
observation equally in getting
parameter estimates, whereas
robust methods enable the
observations to be weighted
unequally (Draper & Smith,
1998). In matrix notation, the
linear regression model is given
by:

i =1

where ei( β ) is the residuals

ei (β) = yi - βˆ 0 - βˆ 1X i1 -  - βˆ p X ip for i = 1,2,3,..., n
Numerous robust regression
methods have been developed.
Among of them are:
(2-1) M-estimators
First proposed by Huber (1964),
which are based on the idea of
replacing the squared residuals

e i2 (β) , with another function of
the residuals where this function
allows to increase normal
efficiency
while
keeping
robustness with respect to
vertical outliers (Huber &
....................
.........................( 1)
Ronchetti,2009).
An M-estimator
is defined as

y = Xβ + e
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Where σ̂ s is the robust
....................
..........
estimator
of
the ..........
scale .........( 3)
(Rousseeuw & Leroy ,1987).

e (β)
βˆ M = arg min ∑ ρ( i )
σe
βˆ i =1
n

where ρ is a symmetric
function.
M-estimates
are
calculated
using
iteratively
reweighted least squares (IRLS)
method. Taking the derivation of
equation (3) and solving
produces the score function
n

∑ ψ(

i =1

3- Jackknife after Bootstrap
Procedure
The use of the bootstrap and
jackknife resampling methods is
gradually increasing nowadays,
due to increasing computer
power. The basic idea of
bootstrapping is to generate a
large number of samples by
..........
....................
..................( 4)
randomly
drawing
observations
with replacement from the
original
dataset,
and
to
recalculated the estimates for
each of these bootstrap samples,
whereas
the
jackknife
is
generated
by
sequentially
deleting single datum from the
original sample (Efron &
Tibshirani,1993). Bootstrapping
robust regression had been
studied by Barrera and Zamar
(2002), Willems and Aelst
(2005) applied bootstrap on the
LTS estimator, Barrera (2006)
used bootstrap on the MMestimator with fixed explanatory
variables, Vraibi and et al.,2009
applied model selection bossing
....................
................( 5)
on bootstrapping
LTS..........
estimator
with fixed explanatory variables.
Jackknife-after-Bootstrap (JAB)
method was proposed by Efron
(1993) to investigate the effect of
a single observation in bootstrap.

e i (β)
) Xi = 0
σˆ e

Two
well-known
objective
function ρ are most widely
used, they are, the Huber
function and bisquare function.
(2-2) MM-estimators
Yohai (1987) introduced MMestimators that combine highbreakdown and a high efficiency.
These defined estimators are
redescending M-estimators as in
(3), but where the scale is fixed
at
S-estimators so an MMestimator is defined as:

e (β)
βˆ MM = arg min ∑ ρ( i )
σˆ s
βˆ i =1
n
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Suppose we have drawn B
bootstrap samples and calculate
the standard error of the

Let Ci denote the indices of the
bootstrap samples that don’t
contain data point xi, and there
are Bi such samples, then

ˆ) ,
regression parameter Se B (β
we would like to have a measure

1

2 2

ˆ
ˆ
(
)
β
−
β
B 
 ∑ B
B
C
∈
i

Se B(i ) (βˆ )) = 
B(i)






∑ βˆ B
ˆ = B∈C i . The JAB
where β
B
B(i)

ˆ) .
of the uncertainty in Se B (β
The JAB method provides a way
of estimating the standard error
ˆ ) , Se (Se (βˆ )) ,
of Se B (β
B
JAB
using only information in our B
bootstrap samples. The jackknife
estimate of standard error of

Se B (βˆ ) involves two steps:

estimate of standard error of

Se B (βˆ ) is

1-For i=1,2,….n , leave out data
point I and recomputed

n −1
SeJAB (SeB (βˆ )) = [ ∑ (SeB (i ) (βˆ ) − SeB (.) (βˆ ))] 2 ....... 8
n i =1
Where
n

Se B (βˆ ) and called the result
Se (βˆ ) .
B(i )

1

n

∑ Se B(i) (βˆ )

Se B(.) (βˆ ) = i =1

2-Define:

1
n
n
−
n
1
2
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
Tibshirani,1993).
− Se B&
Se Jak (Se B (β)) = [
......................( 6)
∑ (Se B(i) (β)(Efron
(.) (β))]
n i =1

4-Analytical Examples

Where
n

∑ Se B(i) (βˆ )

Se B(.) (βˆ ) = i =1

In this section, we consider two
data sets for assessing the
performance of the JAB in the
M-estimator and MM-estimator.
R program is used to obtain the
results.

n

(Efron & Tibshirani,1993).
For each i, there are some
bootstrap samples in which that
the data point say xi, dose not
appear, and we can use those

(4-1) First word–Gesell
Adaptive score data

ˆ) .
samples to estimate Se B(i ) (β
5

First word–Gesell adaptive score
data (Rousseeuw & Leroy ,1987)
consist of two variables. The
explanatory variable is the age
(in months) at which a child
utters its first word, and the
response variable is its Gesell
adaptive score. These data
originally for 21 children. But
here we delete the 18th
observation.
The M-estimator, bootstrap
estimator (B=10000),bias and
standard error appear in table 1.
Table 1: M-estimator, bootstrap
estimator, bias and
standard error for firs word data

β0
age

Mestima
tor

bootstrap
estimator
Mestimator

bias

St
d
M

Std
(B
M)

107.02
5

109.2352

2.21
02

6.
93

8.88

-0.9405

-1.1611

0.22
11

0.
5

0.69
9

value" is a measure of the
influence of each observation on
the coefficient. The observation
indices corresponding to the
points in the graph are shown
near the bottom of the plot. The
horizontal broken on the plot are
quantiles of the bootstrap
distribution of each statistic,
centered at the value of the
coefficient for the original
sample. The points connected by
solid lines show the quartiles
estimator only from bootstrap
samples
in
which
each
observation in turn did not
appear.

The JAB procedure displays a
diagnostic for using bootstrap. In
R program we use the Jackknife
after Bootstrap function which
displays a plot. This plot shows
the sensitivity of statistic (Here

ˆ , j = 1,2,..., k )
the statistic is β
j
and of the percentiles of its
bootstrapped distribution to
deletion
of
individual
observations.
The horizontal axis of the graph,
labeled "standardized Jackknife

Figure 1:JAB plot for the First
word-Gesell adaptive score data
coefficients.
(4-2) Stack Loss Data
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This data describe be the
operation of a plant for the
oxidation of ammonia to nitric
acid and consist of 21
observations
with
three
explanatory variables. The stack
loss (y) has to be explained by
the rate of operation (x1), the
cabling water inlet temperature
(x2) and the acid concentration
(x3) (Rousseeuw & Leroy,1987)
the MM-estimator, bootstrap
estimator (B=10.000), bias and
standard error are showed in
table 2.
Table 2: MM-estimator,
bootstrap estimator, bias and
standard error for stack loss data
MMestimato
r

β0
Air
( β1 )
Temp.

( β 2)
Acid
(β 3 )

Bootstra
p
estimator
MMestimator

bias

Std
M

Std
(BM
)

-41.5231

-40.265

1.258
6

9.30
7

8.79

0.938

0.889

-0.049

0.10
5

0.18
8

0.5795

0.6768

0.097
3

0.28
7

0.52
6

-0.1129

-0.1169

-0.004

0.12
2

0.12
2

Figure 2: shows the JAB plot for the

β̂ 0 and βˆ j , j = 1,2,3 for the stack
loss data.
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5-Conclnsion
The analytical examples show
that JAB procedure is shown to
be very effective in the
identification of the effective of
the deleted observation. From
Figure 1, we notice that no
observation has decrease or

2-Draper, N. R. and Smith,
l.,(1998),"Applied
Regression Analysis", 3rd ed.,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
Canada.
3-Efron, B. and Tibshirni,
R.,(1993),"An introduction
to the bootstrap", Chapman
& Hall Inc. USA.

increase the ( β̂0 ) coefficient,
whereas observation 6 and 10
serve to decrease the age
coefficient.
From Figure 2, observation 17

4-Efron, B.,(1993),"JackknifeAfter-Bootstrap
standard
Errors
and
Influence
Functions", Journal of the
Royal statistical. Series B,
Vol. 54, No. 1, PP.83-127.

serve to increase the ( β̂ 0 )
coefficient, while observations 8
and 7 have an increase effective
on the
( β̂ 0 )
coefficient. Observations 13, 4
and 21 serve to decrease the

5-Huber, P. J. and Ronchetti, E.
M.,(2009),"Robust statistics"
2nd ,John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New Jersey.

temperature ( β̂ 2 ) coefficient.
Observation 21 has decrease
effective on the Air ( β̂1 )
coefficient. No observation has
an
effective
on
the

6-Huber, P. J.,(1964),"Robust
estimation of a location
parameter", the Annals of
Mathematical statistics Vol.
36, PP.1753-1758

Acid ( β̂3 ) coefficients.
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